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There are 8 cycle/deg ripples or oscillations in performance as a function of location near Mach bands in ex-
periments measuring Mach bands’ masking effects on random polarity signal bars. The oscillations with in-
crements are 180° out of phase with those for decrements. The oscillations, much larger than the measurement
error, appear to relate to the weighting function of the spatial-frequency-tuned channel detecting the broad-
band signals. The ripples disappear with step maskers and become much smaller at durations below 25 ms,
implying either that the site of masking has changed or that the weighting function and hence spatial-
frequency tuning is slow to develop. © 2007 Optical Society of America
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. INTRODUCTION
ne stimulus that produces Mach bands consists of a re-
ion of uniform low luminance (the dark plateau) con-
ected to a region of higher luminance (the bright pla-
eau) by a luminance gradient (the ramp) that increases
inearly from the lower to the higher luminance region.

ach bands appear as dark and bright bands at the tran-
ition from the dark plateau to the ramp and from the
amp to the bright plateau, respectively [1]. Measuring
he masking effect of stimuli that produce Mach bands is
omplicated by the fact that the shapes of the Mach bands
re visibly distorted by the signals to be detected [2–4].
hen the signals are luminance increments located
ithin the Mach bands, the distortion takes the form of a
idening of the dark band and a narrowing of the bright
and; signals that are decrements in luminance produce
he opposite effect—narrowing the dark Mach band and
idening the bright one. Evidence for the effect is also

een in the results of one observer in the earliest masking
tudy of Mach bands [5].

The distortion cue is subtle but affects the shape of the
sychometric functions fitted to detection performance in
wo-alternative forced-choice experiments. Fortunately,
he opposing effects of increments and decrements mean
hat the distortion of the psychometric functions is re-
oved by randomizing the polarity of the signal within

locks of trials. In this case, observers are unable to use
ifferences in the width of the Mach bands as an indica-
ion of the interval containing the signal because, for sig-
als in the bright band, say, a wider bright band in one

nterval could equally indicate an incremental signal in
hat interval or a decremental signal in the other inter-
al. Randomizing the polarity appears to work, since the
1084-7529/07/103233-9/$15.00 © 2
sychometric functions obtained with random polarity
ignals, when plotted on semilogarithmic coordinates, be-
ome approximately parallel for all locations across the
asking stimulus, thus allowing a sensible threshold de-

ection level to be defined [4].
An intriguing phenomenon is observed in the random

olarity experiments, however, when performance on tri-
ls with increments and decrements are analyzed sepa-
ately: in the vicinity of the Mach bands, there are large
ipples or oscillations in performance as a function of lo-
ation across the Mach-band masking stimulus. Figure 1
after Figs. 6(a) and 7(a) of [4]) shows �L /L—the magni-
ude of the just-noticeable luminance change (at 75% cor-
ect in a two-alternative forced-choice experiment for one
bserver) divided by the masking luminance as a function
f location along the ramp. (Strictly, the magnitude of the
ust-noticeable decrement should be subtracted from the
enominator, but the effect of this manipulation is negli-
ible.) The signals were 4° �0.9� horizontal bars and
ere as likely to be increments as decrements; the change

rom the dark plateau to the ramp occurred at 1.3° , and
he transition from the ramp to the bright plateau was at
.6° .
Figure 1(a) shows the results for increments, Fig. 1(b),

he results for decrements. The ripples as a function of lo-
ation are clearly visible. The error bars indicate ±1 stan-
ard deviation in the observer’s 75% correct threshold
nd were extracted from psychometric functions fitted by
sing the techniques of Wichmann and Hill [6,7]. The
ipples for both increments and decrements are large
elative to the error bars, and they are approximately
80° out of phase. The frequency of the ripples is difficult
o determine with any precision because the ripple ampli-
007 Optical Society of America
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ude varies along the ramp and the ripples are limited in
patial extent—both factors that broaden their spectra.
owever, in both cases their frequency is between 5 and
0 cycles/deg.
One possible explanation of the ripples is that they rep-

esent alternating excitatory and inhibitory regions of the
patial weighting functions that determine the spatial-
requency and orientation-tuned channels through which
patial variations in luminance are sometimes thought to
e detected [8–16].
The present paper describes several experimental ex-

minations of the ripples: first, an attempt to change
heir frequency by changing the center frequency of the
ignals to be detected, second by using a luminance step
ather than the Mach-band masking stimulus, and finally
y changing the stimulus duration.

. METHODS
ach trial of the two-alternative forced-choice masking
xperiments had two observation intervals separated by a

ig. 1. For a single observer, the threshold luminance change
corresponding to 75% correct) divided by the masking luminance
s a function of location. The results were extracted from an ex-
eriment in which the polarity of the signal was randomized. (a)
ata for increments, (b) data for decrements. The background
as a horizontally orientated stimulus producing a dark Mach
and near the stimulus inflection point at 1.3° and a bright Mach
and near the stimulus inflection point at 2.6°. The signal to be
etected was a 0.9� horizontal bar. The vertical lines indicate ±1
tandard deviation.
niform field of approximately 800 ms duration. The
asking stimulus, usually a luminance ramp for produc-

ng Mach bands, varied vertically but was constant in the
orizontal direction. [The stimuli were horizontally orien-
ated so that changes in luminance were made at the line
ate of the display and not at its pixel rate, thus avoiding
he stimulus (slew-rate) dependent distortions that would
therwise occur.] The masker was present in both obser-
ation intervals and subtended 4° �4° of visual angle.

The signal to be detected was one of several different
orizontally orientated “bars”, all subtending 4° horizon-
ally. One such bar had a rectangular vertical profile sub-
ending 0.9� vertically. This signal occupied a broad band
f spatial frequencies. The vertical cross-sectional lumi-
anace profile of the other incremental bar is shown in
he top panel on the left in Fig. 2; the absolute value of its
ower spectrum is shown on the right. The decremental
ars (not shown) had the same envelope with a negative
osinusoidal carrier. The vertical luminance profiles con-
isted of a 5 cycle/deg cosine (or negative cosine), centered
n a Gausian envelope where the � of the Gaussian enve-
ope was 0.1°. This manipulation narrows the bandwidth
f the signal and changes its center frequency. Changing
he polarity of the carrier produced no difference in the
ower spectrum of the signals. Except during the obser-
ation intervals, the central 4° �4° of the screen was a
niform field at the 78 cd/m2 mean luminance.
We were minded also to use a signal centered on

5 cycles/deg but, as can be seen in the lower panels of
ig. 2, a 15 cycles/deg carrier inside the same 0.1° Gauss-

an envelope produces large decrements as well as the
entral increment so that the spatial specificity of the sig-
al is destroyed; the observers might use the flanking dec-
ements, the central increment, or different combinations
f all three to reach their decisions. It would be easy to
ake a 15 cycle/deg signal more spatially localized by
arrowing the Gaussian envelope to produce small flank-

ng decrements like those for the 5 cycle/deg grating, but
hat manipulation broadens the spatial-frequency spec-
rum at visible spatial frequencies almost to the width of
he spectrum of the rectangular bar. Consequently, only
he 5 cycle/deg signal was useful.

The observers were dark adapted for a few minutes be-
ore each session. The signal on every trial was either an
ncrement or, with equal probability, a decrement in lumi-
ance. In each block of trials, the incremental and decre-
ental signals had the same magnitude. Before each ob-

ervation interval the location at which the signal might
ie was indicated by horizontal red arrows at either side of
he masking stimulus. Beside each arrow was a small red
umeral indicating whether the observer was viewing in-
erval 1 or interval 2. The arrows were present for
00 ms, ending 200 ms before the trial began; only the
hafts of the arrows were present during the observation
ntervals. The masker and signals were gated on and off
ectangularly in time. For the narrowband signals, the
ignal duration was always 500 ms. With the broadband
ignals, measurements were made with stimuli of differ-
nt durations.

Both observation intervals contained the masker and
ere thus identical in form except that, in one, the signal
as added to the masker. On each trial the signal was as
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ikely to be in the first as in the second observation inter-
al, and, when the signal occurred, it was always at the
ocation indicated by the arrows. After pressing a button
o indicate the interval they judged to have contained the
ignal, the observers were informed which interval had
een correct by a large red numeral (“1” or “2”) shown at
he bottom of the display: they were not informed whether
he signal had been an increment or a decrement in lumi-
ance.
Trials were presented in blocks of 55 with the first five

rials for practice. The observers completed a block of tri-
ls at a given magnitude of signal contrast at a given lo-
ation on the masking background. Then the signal mag-
itude was changed to produce psychometric functions
iving the proportion of correct judgments as a function of
he signal magnitude, usually for at least five signal lev-
ls. The position of the signal was then changed. Psycho-
etric functions at about 35 locations across the masking

timulus were obtained. The experiments were then re-
eated with the locations in reverse order to give 100 ob-
ervations for each point on each psychometric function
or each condition for each observer.

The stimuli were displayed on a Mitsubishi
R8905SKHKL color monitor at a frame rate of 152 Hz

noninterleaved). The monitor screen subtended 6.8°
5.5° at the viewing distance of 2 m. The dynamic range

f the (carefully linearized) display was extended by con-
ecting two 8 bit digital-to-analog converters through a
assive attenuator to the green gun of the display, as de-
cribed by Pelli and Zhang [17], to approximate 12 bit pre-
ision in the representation of luminance [4]. Apart from
he signal location indicators, the screen was uniformly

ig. 2. Cross-sectional luminance profile of narrow-band signal
incremental) 5 cycles/deg cosine carrier within an approximatel
s 15 cycles/deg within the same Gaussian envelope. Decrementa
ffecting the spectra.
ark except for the region subtending 4° �4°, which con-
ained the stimuli. The vertical cross-sectional luminance
rofile of the Mach-band masker comprised a luminance
amp connecting dark and bright plateaus of constant lu-
inance. The ramp and each of the plateaus subtended
° �1.33° of visual angle. The mean luminance of the dis-
lay was 78 cd/m2, measured with a Gamma Scientific
hotometric telescope calibrated against a beta radiation
ource. The bright plateau at the bottom of the display
ad a luminance of 117 cd/m2, and the dark plateau at
he top, 39 cd/m2; the luminance profile of the ramp con-
ecting the plateaus was linear.

. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
. Narrowband Signal
onsider first the results with the relatively narrowband
ignal centered on 5 cycle/deg. Because the psychometric
unctions are approximately parallel on semilogarithmic
oordinates, it suffices to consider only one performance
evel; we use the conventional 75% correct level. Figures 3
nd 4 show, separately for two observers (authors), the
ignal magnitude corresponding to 75% correct as a func-
ion of location in the vicinity of the bright Mach band.
igures 3(a) and 4(a) show the results for increments; 3(b)
nd 4(b), the results for decrements. The ripples in per-
ormance are clearly visible and have approximately the
enter frequency of the signal �5 cycle/deg�; the ripples
ith increments are approximately 180° out of phase

rom those obtained with decrements and extend large

in the left-hand panels) and their spectra the top pair is for an
sian envelope with a � of about 6�. In the lower pair the carrier
ls were produced by changing the sign of the carrier and without
bars (
y Gaus
l signa
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istances from the bands. To determine the spatial fre-
uency and phase of the ripples, we measured the corre-
ation between the data and elements of an array of sinu-
oids of different spatial frequency and phase. The
inusoids were adjusted to have approximately the same
ean value as the data. The data are, of course, noisy,

nd the ripples are of limited extent and not equal in
agnitude. The latter two factors broaden the spectra of

he ripples, and all three factors reduce the correlation
ith extended sinusoids. However, Table 1 gives the fre-
uency and phase of the sinusoids producing the biggest
orrelations for increments and decrements for both ob-
ervers at both frequencies. The best frequencies are close
o 5 cycle/deg, and the best phase for increments is ap-
roximately 180° from the best phase for decrements.

. Step Masking Stimulus
igures 5 and 6 show the same observers’ performance
ear a luminance step in the center of the display, 2° from
he top of the display. The step jumped from 39 cd/m2 on
dark plateau occupying the upper half of the display to

17 cd/m2 on a plateau occupying the lower half; thus the
hange was the same size as the total change in the
ach-band-generating stimulus. The signal was the
cycle/deg bar of random polarity, and the 75% correct

ig. 3. In the same format as Fig. 1, the increments (upper
anel) and decrements (lower panel) corresponding to 75% cor-
ect for observer TLC. The signal to be detected was the
cycles/deg bar. The vertical lines indicate ±1 standard
eviation.
ignal levels are again plotted as a function of location in
he vicinity of the step. The top panels show the results
or increments; the bottom panel, the results for decre-
ents. (Note the change to a much finer scale on the ab-

cissae and the factor of two difference on the ordinates
or the two observers.)

The ripples are no longer present for either observer
hen the masking stimulus is a step. The masking pro-
uced by increments and decrements is almost identical;
he maximum masking for both increments and decre-
ents for GBH occurs at the step, and for TLC the maxi-
um for increments is shifted by only about 0.04° toward

he darker part of the display relative to the maximum
asking for decrements. Plotted as �L /L against loca-

ion, the masking is roughly symmetrical about the step,

Fig. 4. As in Fig. 3 but for observer GBH.

Table 1. Estimates of the Frequency (cyclesÕdeg)
and Phase (deg) of Performance Ripples versus
Location for Luminance Increment (incs) and

Decrements (decs)a

bserver Frequency (cycles/deg) Phase (deg)

LCincs 4.8 168
LCdecs 4.8 0
BHincs 4.9 192
BHdecs 4.9 0

aFor two observers, TLC and GBH. The incremental and decremental signals
ere randomly interleaved but analyzed separately.
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ut plotted as �L against location, most of the masking
ould appear to occur on the brighter side as has been
reviously reported [3,18].
The disappearance of the ripples with the step masking

timulus is difficult to explain but clearly shows that the
ipples are a property of the visual system’s response to
he Mach-band stimulus and not some obscure artifact of
he equipment generating the stimulus.

. Effect of Stimulus Duration
igures 7–11 summarize the effect of duration on mask-

ng by Mach-band stimuli when the signal to be detected
s a 0.9� bar. The masking stimulus and the signal, when
resent, had the same duration and were turned on
bruptly. Each figure shows separately for two observers
both authors) the signal magnitude corresponding to 75%
orrect as a function of location. Figures 7 and 8 show the
esults for 200 ms stimuli, Figs. 9–11 the results for 25 ms
timuli.

Figures 7 and 8 show that at 200 ms, the ripples re-
ain. The data are noisier than with the long-duration

timuli of Fig. 1, and the Weber fraction �L /L has in-
reased, but the ripples remain roughly the same size. At
5 ms (Figs. 9 and 10) the Weber fraction has increased

ig. 5. As in Fig. 3 but with a masking stimulus that was a step
n luminance from the luminance of the lower plateau to that of
he upper plateau. The step occurred at 2°.
 urther, particularly on the dark plateau for GBH. Al-

hough Weber’s law holds for DAC, it no longer holds for
BH, for which �L /L is twice the size on the dark as on

he bright plateau.
The masking effects on decrements and increments

ven for 25 ms stimuli differ: decrements require more
agnitude in order to be detected in the vicinity of the

dge of the bright plateau than on it and less magnitude
o be detected in the vicinity of the edge of the dark pla-
eau than on it. Thus the masking effect of the Mach-band
timulus on decrements follows the perceptual appear-
nce of Mach bands. Increments follow the inverse pat-
ern and require less magnitude to be detected in the vi-
inity of the edge of the bright plateau than on it and
ore magnitude to be detected in the vicinity of the edge

f the dark plateau than on it. The complementary effects
ppear clearly in Fig. 11, where the results for 25 ms in-
rements and decrements for the observers’ 75% contours
re shown on the same graph.
However, the most striking result is that the ripples

re very much reduced with 25 ms stimuli.

. GENERAL DISCUSSION
he easiest interpretation of the ripples is that they re-
ect the spatial characteristics of the spatial-frequency-

Fig. 6. As in Fig. 5 but for observer GBH.
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uned channels through which the signals are thought to
e detected [8–13,19]. The channel characteristics are
sually measured in the spatial-frequency domain and
re partially specified by their spatial-frequency tuning;
heir spatial phase characteristics, on which the form of
heir spatial-weighting characteristic depends, is usually
nspecified [20]. The properties of behavioral channels
re sometimes identified with those of orientation- and
patial-frequency-tuned cortical neurons, but the spatial-
hase characteristics of the latter are also rarely deter-
ined [15]. However, a few general features of the spatial

haracteristics of a channel can be summarized: if the
hannel weighting function has alternating positive and
egative regions, they will usually ripple at the center fre-
uency of the channel, and the spatial extent of the
ipples will decrease as the bandwidth of the channel in-
reases [21].

The left-hand panel of Fig. 12 shows the spatial weight-
ng function of a channel tuned to 5 cycle/deg based on be-
avioral data [13,20,22] and assuming cosine phase char-
cteristics that produce a weighting function that is
ymmetrical about its positive peak. The corresponding
patial-frequency-tuning characteristic, shown in the

ig. 7. For GBH, the threshold luminance change (correspond-
ng to 75% correct) divided by the masking luminance as a func-
ion of location across the Mach-band stimulus. The signal to be
etected was a 0.9� horizontal bar, and the results were ex-
racted from an experiment in which the polarity of the signal
as randomized. (a) data for increments; (b) data for decrements.
ertical lines indicate ±1 standard deviation. The stimulus dura-
ion was 200 ms.
ight-hand panel of Fig. 12 is asymmetrical with a
4 dB/octave low-frequency skirt and an 8 dB/octave
igh-frequency skirt. We cannot say whether it is the
ipples seen in the weighting function that are related to
he ripples produced in response to a particular polarity
ignal or whether it is a complimentary filter centered on
negative peak; if this is indeed the explanation, then in-

remental and decremental signals are processed by
omplementary weighting functions, since the ripples
hey produce are 180° out of phase.

If the ripples represent the operation of spatial-
requency-tuned channels, the disappearance of the
ipples for the 25 ms stimuli implies that at 25 ms, either
he site of masking has changed or the behavioral chan-
els have yet to form—their formation and indeed their
haracteristics may be determined by the stimuli [20,23].

The different shapes for increments and decrements
ith the 25 ms stimuli also have implications: the data for
ecrements follow the appearance of Mach bands, imply-
ng, as Mach inferred, a weighting function with an exci-
atory center and flanking inhibitory surround reminis-
ent of on-centered cells. The complementary results with
ncrements suggest off-centered cells. This line of argu-

ent, together with the lack of ripples, implies that
asking at short durations is determined by the tuning

haracteristics of mechanisms at lower levels in the vi-
ual system and that spatial-frequency-tuned channels
ay be cortical, where more and deeper oscillations in the

Fig. 8. As in Fig. 7 but for observer DAC.
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ross section of the spatial weighting functions produce
arrower spatial-frequency tuning and, presumably,
ipples in the masking functions. At longer durations the
asking appears to occur at cortical levels where there

re more narrowly tuned mechanisms that, as a conse-
uence of their relatively narrow tuning, have more ex-
ensive ripples in their spatial weighting functions.

We can see no easy explanation why the ripples should
isappear at a step; for most observers Mach bands are
ot seen at a step either. Yet explanations based on the

inear operation of weighting functions require Mach
ands to be greater at a step than at ramps between the
ame luminance levels. It is hardly an explanation to sug-
est a different processor, but that seems the only reason-
ble possibility. In particular, if the spatial-frequency
hannels that are observed neurophysiologically occur
erely when certain stimuli drive them, then the lack of

ipples in the masking produced by a step implies that a
tep stimulus does not create spatial-frequency-tuned
hannels [20].

The 25 ms masking function with decrements, which
ollow the appearance of Mach bands, appears to be pro-
essed in on channels and increments in off channels.
hether this is a reasonable suggestion depends on the

orm of the rate versus level functions for the two types of
hannel and on the rates determined by the background
n the plateaus and near the bands [24].

Fig. 9. As in Fig. 7 but for stimulus duration of 25 ms.
Geometrical considerations of circularly symmetrical
eceptive fields that have an antagonistic surround
oughly balancing the central region suggest that their
esponse to narrow strips lying across their centers will
e in the direction determined by the central region. Thus
ignals that are luminance increments lying across the
enters of receptive fields will increase the response of on
ells and decrease the response of off cells; strips of lumi-
ance decrement will have the opposite effect. For on
ells, the response under the bright plateau will always
e less than for on cells located with their central region
ust touching the edge of the bright plateau. On cells un-
er the dark plateau will have a higher response than on
ells located with their central region just touching the
dge of the dark plateau. The opposite situation occurs
ith off cells.
To proceed further, assume that the response of both

ells approaches some asymptotic upper rate limit and
hat the response of both types of cell to the brief 25 ms
ash of the Mach-band stimulus is just below that satu-
ation rate where the rate versus intensity function be-
omes negatively accelerated. In this operating regime, a
asker location producing a greater response will pro-

uce more masking than a location producing a smaller
esponse. This is because the curvature of the rate versus
ntensity function means that a bigger signal will be nec-
ssary to produce the same change in response as that

Fig. 10. As in Fig. 8 but for stimulus duration of 25 ms.
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roduced where the masker is less effective. On this line
f argument, the behavior with increments fits the re-
ponse of off cells and the behavior with decrements fits
he response of on cells, just as we observe.

Further, in this near saturation region, the response of
ff cells to incremental signals will be greater than the re-
ponse of on cells because the increments drive the re-
ponse of off cells lower, away from the saturating level,
nd increments drive on cells further toward their satu-
ation level. Thus it would be expected that off cells would
ominate the behavioral response to increments.

ig. 12. Left-hand panel, the spatial weighting function of a cha
osine phase characteristics that produces a weighting function
ponding spatial-frequency tuning.

ig. 11. Data for 25-ms increments and decrements on the same
raph; upper panel, GBH; lower panel, DAC.
Similar arguments imply that on cells should dominate
he behavioral response to decrements, but we are reluc-
ant to speculate further in the absence of relevant physi-
logical observations.

It is possible that the data at short durations arise be-
ause spatial-frequency tuning in cortical cells is slow to
evelop and not present for 25 ms stimuli. Increasingly,
ore is being discovered about the functional character-

stics of the higher levels of the visual system [23,25].
owever, there are some physiological data showing that

patial-frequency tuning is present at short durations in
ortical cells and that it is only the spatial frequency to
hich they respond best that changes with duration [26].
n the other hand, there are data that show little orien-

ation or spatial-frequency tuning in cortical cells at short
urations [27–30].

. SUMMARY
he masking effects of Mach bands on signals of random
olarity are different, depending on whether the stimulus
s an increment or a decrement. With signals of long du-
ation, there are large ripples in the function relating the
ignal threshold magnitude to location. The ripples for in-
rements and decrements have similar spatial frequen-
ies but are approximately 180° out of phase. The spatial
requency of the ripples (about 8 cycle/deg with broad
and signals) can be altered by manipulating the spatial-
requency content of the signals.

The ripples vanish at a luminance step. They also van-
sh at stimulus durations below 25 ms, implying that ei-
her the site of masking has changed or that the weight-
ng function and hence spatial-frequency tuning is slow to
evelop.
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